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1- Core Technology 
What is the technology, its uniqueness and its value proposition? 
Trigger.Systems’s platform allows the remote control and in real time of several irrigation systems. It is based on 
calculation models based on weather forecasts and plant conditions which can lead to 40% of water savings. This 
solution is available for web, smartphones and tablets and allows the shared management. It is easy to use and 
provides energy, water, displacements and workforce savings. 
 
2- Investment Rational 
Briefly describe the market opportunity, progress made to date / key partnerships or joint ventures, team and 
management strengths. 
Our main markets are Agriculture, Green spaces, Energy and Golf. We tested our solution in the Portuguese and 
spanish market, achieving water savings up to 40%.  
Our main partner is Portugal Ventures that advises us in terms of our business strategy.  
We have a multidisciplinary team that works well under pressure and willing to work extra time to achieve results, 
composed by software and agronomic engineers and business managers.  
 
3- Business Strategy 
Briefly describe how the company will apply its core technology, generate near term and long term revenues. 
Trigger.Systems doesn’t sell to final clients, we rely on our partners to sell our solutions.  
Short term revenues are provided by selling our solution, equipment and do the maintenance of the systems.  
Long term revenues will be generated by scaling our solution to international markets, looking for reliable worldwide 
partners.  
 
4- Product Profile/Pipeline 
Describe the companies’ product/pipelines, current status and market potential. Discuss milestones, potential 
collaboration and partnership. 
Our platform controls pivots for Agriculture and irrigation controllers. We also developed several applications that 
can be used in our platform and used in irrigation, water management and operations. Furthermore we aim to 
provide solutions regarding energy, smart cities and mobility.  
Our solution is scalable therefore our goal is to build a global presence in this business areas.  
Regarding mobility and smart cities we aim to do partnerships with Municipalities.  
 
5-What is the amount the company is looking to raise? 
State how much the company needs to raise. How are you planning to use the raised funds? 
We are seeking for 350.000€ so that we can finish our product, do strategic partnerships and develop a go to 
market strategy. The raised funds will also be applied in the internationalization process as well as increase our 
sales team.  
 
6- What’s Next? 
Please briefly describe the company’s next steps in aspects such as R&D, organizational plans, financial plans, 
etc… 
R&D: compatibility with more hardware, introduction of feedback and intelligence of satellite images.  
Organizational plans: follow an internationalization and marketing plan.  
Financial plans: have a negative cash flow for more 8 months. Reach break even point in less than one year.  
Sell our solution worldwide, Increase our sales team and do a diversification strategy.  

 


